Bathroom Remodel Checklist & Tips

Bathroom Remodel Checklists & Cost Considerations

Basic Bathroom Upgrades & Costs
Use the guide below to set an allowance for the basic materials and fixtures involved in your remodel.

$_____ Cabinets $_____ Mirrors
$_____ Sink(s) $_____ Floors
$_____ Shower $_____ Tile
$_____ Tub $_____ Drywall
$_____ Toilet $_____ Lights
$_____ Faucets $_____ Vanity/countertops
$_____ Knobs $_____ Inspection/permit

(A) Total $ ____________

Luxury Bathroom Additions & Costs
These bathroom additions can add a nice, luxurious touch!

$_____ Electric heater $_____ Cabinets/shelves
$_____ Radiant heated floors $_____ Dimmer switches
$_____ Heated towel rack $_____ High end materials
$_____ More space $_____ Television
$_____ Frameless shower door $_____ Smart mirror

(B) Total $ ____________

Bathroom Remodel Labor & Costs
Can't decide DIY or DIFM? Write down the cost of a professional's assistance, and compare it to your estimated hourly commitment for a DIY project. Then "pay yourself" an hourly rate to see if DIY is worth the value of your time.

Paint/caulk
Professional cost $ _________ vs. your time _________ hrs

Floor installation
Professional cost $ _________ vs. your time _________ hrs

Wall/ceiling installation
Professional cost $ _________ vs. your time _________ hrs

Electric wiring
Professional cost $ _________ vs. your time _________ hrs

Plumbing
Professional cost $ _________ vs. your time _________ hrs

Shower or tub installation
Professional cost $ _________ vs. your time _________ hrs

Tile/backsplash installation
Professional cost $ _________ vs. your time _________ hrs

(C) Professional labor cost $ ____________

(D) DIY labor cost _____ hrs x ______ = $ ____________

(fair hourly rate)

Professional Cost (A) + (B) + (C) VS DIY Cost (A) + (B) + (D)

A DIY bathroom remodel is a rewarding experience – as long as you can find the time to get it done! Even if you’re handy, there may be a few tasks that require professional installation. If you’d rather have someone else lay tile, hang drywall or more, reach out to your local Mr. Handyman. We’ll do the hard work for you so you can focus on the tasks you’re comfortable with. Give us a call at (855) 438-3700, or request an appointment online.
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